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18 Roles Pictures Play in
Presentation
Most of us would love to reduce the number of bullet points in our slide shows and display
more visually engaging forms of expression instead. But how do we create that kind of content? In all likelihood, you are not a graphic designer, visual artist, filmmaker, illustrator, or
professional photographer. You probably haven’t been trained in visual communication techniques, either, and may not feel like you have the skills to build effective slides. Where does
one begin? How do those bullet points translate into something better?
Unfortunately, a direct translation—or conversion—of text to visual rarely exists. Learning to
“speak visually” is more of an art than a science. It’s a bit messy and requires creativity, experimentation, and dedication. On the other hand, it might be easier than you think. One of
the most available, simple, and effective visual tools at your disposal is the good old-fashioned
picture. Pictures are magical. And, no, you don’t have to be a professional photographer or
stress over whether those images are perfectly crafted to win a photo contest. Paying attention
to the way pictures are used, rather than their aesthetic excellence, is far more important.
This guide showcases eighteen practical ways pictures help both the viewer and presenter during dynamic visual exchanges of information. The more your presentation materials contain
images taking advantage of these roles, the more impactful your talks. Think about each category and find these kinds of pictures. They are critical to your success.
To learn even more about the ways pictures and visual media enhance
performances, explore the full Visual Language Book Series. You’ll
learn a wealth of information about using pictures, shapes, graphics,
drawings, video, animations, and other methods to improve message
impact.
Additionally, feel free to contact us
with questions or comments, or to
explore other visual communication
tools.
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Decoration

The most basic and commonly seen picture role is: Decoration. It’s also the weakest (in other
words, worthless) role of them all. The gentleman in the slide above is a purely decorative addition. He isn’t a guy this audience knows—or should know. He isn’t lending any significance
to the slide’s message. He isn’t clarifying the data in some way, providing context, or adding meaning, either. He is a generic, purposeless stock photo someone randomly chose from
a website to stand there looking businesslike, adding color to a bland and typical slide. If he
were removed, the slide’s message wouldn’t change at all.
Slapping decorative stock photos onto slides to add color, and hopefully make slides more
visually interesting to viewers, is a popular trend but accomplishes absolutely nothing of significance. On the contrary, it distracts people’s gaze without justification and tends to hurt a
speaker’s effectiveness. That’s a problem.
It’s a problem because our human brain is wired to seek out and categorize visual stimuli.
Numerous studies have shown that pictures automatically attract attention, especially pictures
of people, animals, or anything that implies possible danger. Speakers who randomly add pictures for no reason other than to fill space or look pretty risk unduly sidetracking viewer focus.
They subconsciously wonder, “Why are these pictures here? They don’t mean anything.” It’s
like yelling “FIRE” over and over again, without flames. Eventually there’s an assumption all
your visuals are meaningless. So why bother looking at the slides? Try to avoid this role.
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Context

Figure 2

A more significant, yet still basic, use of
pictures is: Providing Context. A teacher,
for example, might display the slide shown
here at top as a way of introducing a physics lesson about forces. Next, she runs an
animation that sends a picture of a baseball
arching and spinning across the screen,
as though thrown from left to right. She
eventually freezes its motion as shown in
the second image. Unbeknownst to the
students, she can control a hidden set of
arrows at that point, turning any arrow
visibility on or off as needed, as a way of
representing the potential physical forces
acting on the ball at that instant. Students
debate which forces really are there until
everyone eventually understands the correct answer.
Here, the baseball-diamond picture in
the background is mostly decorative and
therefore technically could be deleted
without dramatically changing the overall lesson plan. On the other hand, that
picture is more than JUST decoration. The
teacher’s decision to start with it immediately grounds the abstract lesson in a reallife context her students probably already
know well. Removing the picture would
eliminate a certain amount of depth (situational context) and possibly hinder understanding.
Such context-providing pictures usually are
helpful. They don’t distract unnecessarily
like purely decorative photos. Try to find
similar scenes that visually frame whatever
information you’ll be discussing verbally.
As a general rule, insert large background
photos that fill the entire slide pane.
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Humor

Cat Earrings

Using pictures to add a touch of visual humor can be effective. Laughter sends more blood
flowing to the brain, increasing oxygen levels and improving concentration—especially if you
have the misfortune of being scheduled to speak during the dreaded “after-lunch” spot.
Some presenters scan newspaper comics and show those as a way of getting a laugh. Others
use any of thousands of funny pictures floating around on the Web. Both of those options usually violate copyright restrictions with abandon. No one seems to care for the most part—that
is, until the pilfered material takes on a high public profile or starts making money!
A safer (usually safer) form of picture humor is to use your own camera and capture funny
things friends or co-workers do, or humorous situations they stumble upon. A major caveat, of
course, is making sure the situation is one in which you are laughing with them and not at them.
Humor can sour quickly if seen as derogatory.
Also consider that funny pictures come in two forms: those that spontaneously generate laughter of their own accord and those that gradually take on more depth and humor as part of a
story. The picture above shows my parents’ two cats (brother and sister) who consider it their
mission in life to nibble and suck on people’s earlobes. They attack anyone who comes into the
room for a chance to do so. Who knows why?
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Shortening Learning Time
A really important role pictures can play is: Shortening Learning Time. The pictures or drawings are designed to go beyond what words can convey and help people understand ideas
more easily and quickly. Australia’s Bryan Mendelson is one of the world’s foremost authorities on facial reconstruction. His surgical techniques and perspectives have revolutionized the
way we think about facial operations. Needless to say, his expertise is coveted, and aspiring
plastic surgeons seek him out for the richness of his knowledge base.
Fortunately for them, Bryan is more than just an excellent surgeon. He’s also an accomplished
teacher and presenter—and a stunningly good visual communicator. His slides are packed full
of pictures and realistic illustrations that depict anatomical features and surgical best practices.

Displaying such imagery during lectures and teaching sessions not only fixates the attention of
audience members, it also dramatically reduces their learning time, especially during discussions of sophisticated procedures. Listening to one of Bryan’s talks creates the impression of
being right there in the operating room, helping with the surgery. You see what he sees and
get a visual tour of what he knows. His slides are like biological road maps that quickly guide
students and peers through the mysterious workings of skin, bones, tendons, and nerves.
The good news is, you can emulate the same timesaving techniques with strategic use of your
own pictures. All you have to do is think to yourself, “How can I show them what I am saying
verbally?” When people see real imagery that dynamically expands upon verbal descriptions,
they grasp concepts much more quickly than when listening (only) to someone talk, or listening while looking at bullet points.
Of course, not all subjects lend themselves so well to obvious visual depictions. But, other roles
coming up can assist with those situations.
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Comparison/Contrast

Another simple yet valuable use of content images is: Comparison/Contrast. One image starkly contrasts with another to highlight differences, growth, variety, projected outcomes, or any
other shift from one position to another. Such comparisons can take several forms.
We like to show one full-screen image, such as the ‘before’ remodeling picture above and then
follow with a full-screen ‘after’ image. In that case viewers see only one picture at a time. The
contrast between the two occurs sharply, one after the other.
Another option seen here on Dr.
Mendelson’s slide is placing two
images side-by-side on the same
slide so that people see the contrasts immediately. Yet another
variation is placing the images
side-by-side and then making only
the first image visible initially.
The second image fades into view
on demand via animations. A
comparison/contrast situation can
consist of a series of sequential images as well that gradually show
changes. Be creative and explore
various arrangements. Showing
contrasting images is easy, and the
impact of doing so is often both
dramatic and effective.
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Showing an Example
A role you’ll use as often as possible is: Showing an Example. Now the picture literally shows
exactly what you’re talking about. Although this role might seem similar to the Adding Meaning role—and it can be—there’s a bit of difference. With the other role, you might show a
drawing, or illustration, or any kind of imagery that helps people fill in gaps of understanding
where words alone simply are not enough to fully comprehend a concept. With the Showing
Example role, you are bluntly showing what’s being discussed—not necessarily for understanding but to add depth and a sense of concrete reality to the talk.
Paul Franklin, for example, is a lecturer of dentistry at the University of Leeds in the United
Kingdom. The screenshot below shows one of his hyperlink-based dashboards that jumps to
specific example pictures and illustrations on demand. He can click any thumbnail to reveal

the appropriate full-sized example image. Being able to show visual examples this way, while
simultaneously describing the concepts and equipment verbally, gives his students a sense that
they are right there with that piece of equipment.
Example-type pictures might represent available products, show aspects of past projects that
have been completed, give customers design ideas, help students distinguish correct situations
from misconceptions, and so forth. If you can see a situation in your mind—and want others to
see that information as well without actually being physically present—that’s a perfect picture
example waiting to happen. Grab a camera and take pictures, or find images.
When inserting example pictures, make them as large as possible on slides. Each slide should
contain only a single focus—a single product, completed project, outcome, or whatever. That
way, viewers pay attention to each example in turn and don’t waste time trying to decipher
which aspects of a complex slide might be relevant to what you are saying.
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Impact/Surprise/Shock
Sometimes the best way of getting a message
across quickly and dramatically is by showing
the situation as it really is, even if shocking or
disturbing. The images featured here represent
photos taken by reporters documenting experiences of U.S. troops in Iraq. Those of us who
have never endured a wartime environment can
easily ignore the sacrifices made by our troops as
we slip between our satin sheets at night—that
is, until we see pictures of their beds. Then, reality takes on a different dimension.
Jean-Marc Bouju / AP

Impactful or surprising imagery may be appropriate anytime your subjects are, well, impactful
or surprising in nature. If the cause is smoking
cessation, a few blackened-lung pictures might
do the trick. Venereal disease and AIDS? Climate change? Human atrocities? Show it.
Imagery that jolts people out of their lethargy
certainly can be positive in nature as well.
Before and after pictures of a rejuvenated inner
city, a rebuilt school, or a surgical correction can
instill pride, hope, and joy in viewers.

Eric Feferberg / AFP

Anytime you are pretty sure your audience
members have severely naïve or misconceived ideas about realities you have experienced, set them up for maximum benefit
with shocking or surprising pictures.
And by the way, when first showing such
images … stop talking! Let the visual elements speak with their own power, without having to fend off competition from
your voice. Give people a few seconds to
absorb and process what they are looking
at before filling in extra context verbally, or
with additional pictures.
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Adding Detail/Meaning
DON’T LOOK AT THE PICTURES BELOW!
Okay, you probably already did look at them immediately when starting this page, without
even thinking about it. That’s a natural response. Pretend, though, you didn’t.
Showing pictures is a great way of Adding Critical Details about an unknown or abstract concept, details that might be difficult or impossible to convey orally or with written text. Here’s a
simple example:
Let’s say you will be visiting the United Kingdom and your friends mention the London Eye.
You’ve never heard of it before. What the heck is a London Eye? For all you know, it could be a
famous painting, a mysterious religion, or a popular brew in a local pub.
Your friends offer more information verbally: “You ride it standing up. It’s round. It’s kind of
like a Ferris Wheel.” That information helps, assuming you actually know what a Ferris Wheel
is and have ridden one. Even so, you’re still not quite sure what to expect.
Your friends continue: “It plays with physical forces like a bicycle wheel. It has pods. You can
see all across London. It never stops moving when you get on and off.” On and on they could
go for the next half hour, verbally ‘painting a picture’ inside your mind, but even then are you
really sure you know what this thing is or does?
Finally, your pals—out of frustration—show you vacation pictures of the London Eye. In a
fraction of a second, you dissect, analyze and decode the visual signals for meaning. “Hmm
… it does kind of resemble a bicycle wheel, and those must be the pods, and that’s what was
meant by riding it standing up.” You now understand critical visual details that supplement
the incomplete verbal content. Adding this kind of meaningful visual depth to messages may
be the only way to ensure people really do grasp what you are saying.
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Breaking Down Complexity
Some years back, I trained workers at the Cherry
Point Naval Base in North Carolina and was given a
tour of hangars where helicopters are torn apart and
rebuilt from scratch. They wouldn’t let me take pictures at the time, but thanks much to Bob Rodberg,
one of the trainers on base, for these shots. They
demonstrate the role of: Breaking Down Complexity.
In one hangar I saw hollowed-out skeletons of CH-46
Chinooks. Every removable part—tens of thousands
of parts—had been carefully disassembled, inspected, tagged, and meticulously cataloged in tens of
thousands of bins. Any of these parts, if found defective, would be reordered or rebuilt on premises.
I learned during that trip that a military aircraft goes
through so many inspections and rebuilds during its
service life that pretty much every piece is changed
out for new parts several times before the aircraft
is ultimately retired. One faulty piece could mean
a downed aircraft and loss of life. It’s a fascinating
story.
Unfortunately, technicians learning how to tear apart
and inspect all that complexity don’t always have the
luxury of working on actual helicopters. They spend
a great deal of time in the classroom, staring at
PowerPoint slides. That’s when pictures can be very
effective at breaking down complicated systems into
manageable topics. A particular lesson, for example,
might focus on the rotor system. The instructor starts
with an image of the overall assembly, and then
looks at more precise pieces—the blades, the assembly, the shafts. Additional pictures drill down more
deeply to discuss bolts, lubrication methods, typical wear patterns, and so forth. The visual displays
gradually move students from complicated ideas
down to specific, doable concepts they can get their
thoughts around. Ideas understood visually, in isolation, help workers better grasp how all the pieces fit
together—ultimately forming the larger system.
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Tapping into Emotions

A powerful—and potentially unpredictably dangerous—picture role is: Tapping into Emotions. This Humane Society ad speaks pretty loudly beyond just the words. These caged, innocent kittens are awaiting a dismal fate (unless you help, of course).
Certain kinds of pictures are especially good at playing on our emotions and motivating us to
action, for a simple reason: The ancient emotional centers of our brain are not sophisticated
enough to tell the difference between a picture and a real experience.
The ‘thinking’ parts of our brain might inform us we are looking at a two-dimensional representation of kittens, a picture, but the emotional parts say, “These little cute darlings are so
real and in front of me that I could reach out and rescue them right now.” Not surprisingly,
a picture tends to be far more effective at pulling on the heart strings than, say, bullet points
explaining that the kittens need homes.
When speaking to persuade, sell, call people to action, or entertain, be sure to incorporate
as many pictures as possible that tap into people’s emotional centers. Use images that show
wrongs committed, fairness violated, love and happiness realized, and aspirations for greatness achieved. Yes, such imagery can be overused and abused, but so can anything. Appropriate inclusion of emotion-evoking visuals almost certainly should be a core part of your presentation strategies.
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Demonstrating a Process
Stringing together a series of pictures that gradually walks viewers through a situation is the
role called: Demonstrating a Process. It’s a great approach for helping people see events as
they unfold from beginning to end, as if they were really there.
Let’s say you have a moving and transportation company specializing in corporate relocation. Your services probably follow relatively
predictable steps, such as selling the prospect’s
existing house, locating and securing another
residence, physically moving the family, exploring school options, and so forth. Each of
these steps can be illustrated with appropriate pictures, perhaps even photos you or your
company have produced directly, depicting
real situations (as opposed to mere stock photographs).
Process pictures usually help tell a story, one
image at a time. Or they show an evolution
from one state to another. Sometimes they are
like watching a very slow-motion movie. While
displaying each picture, the presenter fills in
extra details verbally, as needed.
Process pictures might take the form of “Do
this, and then this, and then that.” Each new
image shows the next stage—what the learner
or buyer can expect to see while following directions. An entrepreneur, for example, might
employ such a series of pictures to inform
stakeholders about the stages of a product’s
manufacturing, distribution, and sales.
What’s interesting about process pictures is that usually you don’t need a lot of them to give
a convincing performance. Viewers mentally fill in the gaps between scenes, especially if you
provide additional details verbally. Often, a mere three to five images suffice for summarizing
even a complicated process.
And, keep in mind that research shows a series of still pictures depicting a process can be more
effective for learning than watching the same footage in video form.
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Analogy
Abstract or complicated ideas that are hard to directly depict with pictures require the Analogy role.
An analogy is something known that helps clarify
an unknown situation. If audience members are familiar with the “known” scenario, they can apply it
to the unknown circumstances by comparison. With
a little creativity, you can create visual analogies for
just about any idea. You’ll say something like, “To
give a sense of what I mean, think about this … “
with the this being the analogy.
Here’s an example of how we apply visual analogy
on a regular basis. While introducing learners to
visual language techniques during workshop sessions, the trainer navigates around within a large
PowerPoint-based presentation platform that contains many hundreds of slide shows. Viewers often
take one look at that navigation process and think,
“Are you kidding? You think I’m going to get up
in front of an audience and spontaneously jump
around like that? You gotta be crazy.” Basically, the
thought of making similar on-the-spot decisions,
while already scared to death in front of people,
is too scary and unknown. They can’t yet imagine
themselves in such a scenario.
The trainer says, “Alright. This probably does look
a little scary right now, but it really isn’t. Presenting
this way is just about as easy as tying your shoes
(he or she shows the shoes picture). Here’s why.
The reason all of us can tie our shoes so quickly and
easily, without even thinking about the process,
is because we’ve repeated the procedures countless times and our actions have become automated.
The same thing happens with driving a car (show
that picture) or playing a favorite sport (show that
picture). After you’ve gotten used to using your
presentation platform in front of many audiences,
moving around between content shows will be just
that easy and automatic—practically effortless.”
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Metaphor
Years ago there was an anti-drug campaign in the
United States that featured a frying egg in an unforgettable TV ad. The public service announcement started
by showing a hot frying pan full of oil. Then someone
cracks open an egg and throws it into the pan. You see
smoke and flying oil and hear crackles and pops from a
blistering, jumping egg as the announcer solemnly says,
“This is your brain on drugs.”
The Metaphor image role is similar to a visual analogy in some respects, yet distinctly different. With an
analogy you are saying A is like B. A metaphor, on the
other hand, says A is B. A metaphor implies that the first
situation literally is true of the second situation, even
though such an association usually is physically impossible.
The anti-drug PSA represents a metaphoric strategy
because the egg in the frying pan obviously is not your
actual brain. Nevertheless, the implication is that drugs
will do similar damage—fry your nerve cells and leave
you a lump of damaged protein. A metaphor is always a direct comparison that is clearly ridiculous from a purely logical viewpoint, yet communicates
associative meaning in a powerful way we cannot easily
ignore.
The advertisement at right is another example. If you drink
this particular tequila, you probably won’t suddenly morph
into a handsome dude on a beach with a gorgeous babe in
your arms … but the implication is that, yes, maybe this is
possible.
Use of metaphoric images can be both fascinating and tricky,
if not downright dangerous sometimes. You are subtly suggesting the truth of a fact or situation that you wouldn’t dare
claim directly. Advertisers take this approach all the time.
Doing so in presentations is acceptable in many cases. Just
be careful.
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Symbolism
Few presenters take advantage of the Symbolism image role, and that’s unfortunate. Any picture on a slide can potentially mean something to you, while having no particular meaning at
all to others—or a different meaning. Consider this role carefully because it takes on numerous
forms and serves many purposes.
Look at the screenshot below. It’s the title slide of my presentation platform, the place where
I begin a talk and then gain access to any of my hundreds of available slide shows. The large
logo on the right side
of the slide is there for
branding purposes.
That’s obvious enough.
But it enables another
less visible task as well
that you might never
suspect.
A detail known only
to me as the presenter
is that this logo is an
active hyperlink pointing directly to Aspire’s
website. At any point
during a talk or training
I can quickly return to
this slide and click the
logo to jump off to the
website if necessary. A
normal viewer wouldn’t know that functionality exists. There’s no obvious “go-to-website”
link. Nevertheless, the logo has special symbolic significance to me. It means something more
than meets the eye.
Any picture or graphic on a slide has this potential. The image to you might represent a link to
a hidden slide containing extra details about a topic. It might be some form of reminder—for
example, that this is the last slide in the show. It might tell you this particular slide is the halfway point of the talk. An image can have whatever meaning you want, and no one will be the
wiser.
We use screenshot imagery symbolically on a regular basis, especially in a navigation context.
Little screenshots used as hyperlink sources tell us as speakers a great deal of information,
while communicating nothing of significance at all to viewers.
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Modeling
The Modeling picture role is another good way of dealing with situations where example pictures and other literal picture roles are not appropriate, or are difficult to implement. A modeling picture communicates a concept indirectly, by association.
Tricia Cassi is the Breatfeeding Coordinator for the Vermont Department of Health. Her role
varies widely from working one-on-one with new mothers, interacting with community organizations, and teaching and training at a local, state and national level. Over the years she has
built up a substantial collection of dynamic presentation platforms, containing thousands of
pictures used in her training and outreach activities.
Sometimes those pictures literally show
breastfeeding-related
imagery because that’s
her clientele and such
images are perfectly
appropriate for given
viewers.
On the other hand, US
audiences tend to have
silly concepts about
breastfeeding being
something other than
the natural process it is.
So, with some groups—
for example, a presentation to a business
coalition—she has to be
more discreet.
In that case, Tricia uses modeling pictures. Above she demonstrates one of many positions a
mother can choose while feeding. Rather than photographing an actual scene, she lets a stuffed
toy suffice for the baby. The message being communicated is still perfectly clear.
Modeling has other advantages as well. Creating such images usually takes less time. Rather
than scheduling a mother to be a model for the needed positions, Tricia simulates them quickly herself. She gets exactly the kinds of shots desired, on the spot. Plus, now she doesn’t have
to worry about securing photo-release permissions. The stuffed toy doesn’t really care how the
photos will be used.
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Hyperlink Source
(Thumbnail)
Using image thumbnails in a navigation
context, as Hyperlink Sources, is a valuable
practice.
A few summers back, a buddy and I took
a pleasure trip to Costa Rica and ended up
booking a tour inside a local coffee plantation. The story of how coffee is grown and
eventually makes its way to your coffee pot
is quite fascinating, really. A lot more work
goes into the process than most people realize.
I took many pictures during the tour and
decided later to document this coffee odyssey with an interactive presentation. Now,
while telling coffee stories to fellow caffeine
addicts, I can use a dashboard like the one
shown here to find individual images. The
picture at left, for example, showcases what
happens to the freshly picked red beans at
an early stage of processing.
Notice the dashboard contains a smaller
version of that same image (yellow arrow in
the screenshot above). That thumbnail image
provides what is known as a visual cue. It
tells me exactly where to click when searching for the correct hyperlink that leads to
desired content.
Pictures used as hyperlink sources give speakers a huge advantage, especially when dealing
with nervousness. That picture screams out, “Hey! Click here to get the slide you want ... the
one showing the same scene much larger.” Pictures used in this capacity are not content for
audiences. They POINT to content. In other words, they are mostly for presenter consumption
and remain visible on screen only long enough for making decisions about link selection.
We use pictures in this role all the time, and so should you. Being able to quickly scan visually
descriptive link sources speeds up search activities. And such thumbnails lend a professional
appearance to dashboards.
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Obscure Meaning

Most of the picture roles discussed so far help audience members in some way, but some roles
exclusively benefit the presenter instead. Using picture thumbnails as link sources is also a
great way of Obscuring Meaning when I don’t necessarily want you to know available topics.
Observe the above dashboard. What do those little pictures mean? What do they tell you about
the content in the slide shows they represent? Clearly, they reveal almost nothing. You’ve
never seen these little images before, and you’ve never seen the slide shows they open. How
could they possibly mean anything to you? You don’t have a clue about what the speaker will
say once a link is clicked. And that’s exactly the point. These little pictures mean nothing to
you, but they sure tell me a lot while training and presenting. I know the hidden content they
offer.
This fact is important because in some situations, a speaker’s purposes might be harmed by
navigation elements giving away too much information. Using image thumbnails to obscure
or hide link purposes allows the presenter to decide which displays are appropriate during
interactions, without viewers ever guessing what the other options represent. Sensitive or proprietary information can be shown, or safely hidden, by simply using or avoiding a link. The
presenter gains meaningful details from the images but viewers do not. This strategy gives you
dynamic message control, without taking away your freedom to access anything at any moment.
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Association
I’ll mention one more role that can be good, or
VERY BAD, depending on how it’s done. The
role is using pictures in Association with the
topic of discussion. You don’t show the literal
scene being talked about, but rather a more generic image intended to somehow represent the
scene—or concept—being discussed.
Associations can be cheesy and dumb, where
audience members think, “What’s the point
of even putting that on your slide?” Showing
androgenous, mindless graphics like the slide at
left is just flat out DUMB. Such visuals are garbage and a waste of time. They mean nothing.
Equally worthless is showing a pair of models
shaking hands to hopefully express the idea of
teamwork, a project completed, a new partnership, and so forth. The association is cheesy and
tacky. A first-grader can do that. Don’t.
Association can be good if it has a more meaningful, substantial purpose. The image at bottom is an example. A colleague of mine tells a
story of when she was working in Africa on a
water project. One day the villagers were talking about being hungry. My colleague was still
learning Swahili at the time and was far from
fluent. She looked around and saw a bunch of
chickens running freely throughout the village.
“Hey,” she said, “Why don’t we kill a couple
chickens and eat them for dinner.” The shocked
look on people’s faces surprised her. Only later
did she discover that the word for “chicken” in
Swahili is similar to the word for “grandmother” ... and she had used the wrong word!
When telling the story, she displays the chicken
picture just at the right moment, followed by a
picture of an old woman. The effect is always
rolling laughter.
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